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l ~t¢ On a periscopic Camera Obscura 
cipitate, the appearance of which differs from this in every" 
respect. 
By this method, I believe that every objection to the test 
will be removed ; and in order to amielpate all ambiguity, 
and to avoid any complication or practical difficulty in its 
application, I would propose to modify the process in the 
tbllowing manner :
To the suspected fluid, previously filtered, add, first, a 
little dilute nitric acid, and, afterwards, nitrat of silver~ till 
it shall cease to produce any precipitate. The muriatie 
acid being thus removed~ whilst ~he arsenious aeid (if any~ 
and in whatever state,) remains in the fluid, the addition of 
ammonia will instantly produce the yellow precipitate in 
its characteristic fbrm. It is hardly necessary to add, that 
the quantity cf ammonia must be sufficient o saturate any 
excess of nitric acid which the solution may contain. 
, .  i t  
XIX.  On a Periscopic Camera Obscura and Microscope. 
23y WILL IAM HYD~ WOLLASTON, M.D.  Sec. R.S.* 
ALTI~OUCm the views which I originally had of the ad- 
vantage to be derived from the periscopic construction of 
~pectactes¢ naturally suggested to m  a corresponding im- 
provement in the camera obscura, hy substituting, a me- 
aaiscus for the double convex lens, I have hither~.o ~leferred 
making it known to others~ except as a subject of occasional 
conversation. 
Since in vision with spectacles, as in common vision, 
the pencil of rays received by the eye in each direction is 
small, the superiority of ihat torm of glass, which disposes 
all parts of it most nearly at right angles with the visual 
ray, admits of distinct demonstration : but with respect o 
the camera obseura, where the port:.on of lens requisite for 
sufficient illumination is of considerable magnitude, at- 
though it is evident that some improvement may be made 
in the distinctness of oblique images on the same principles ; 
vet as the focus of oblique rays is far from being a definite 
point, the degree in which it may be improved is not a fit. 
subject of mathematical investigation. 
l have therefore had recourse to experiments, in order to 
determine by what construction the field of" distinct repre- 
sentation may be most extended; and I trust the result 
will be acceptable to this Society. I shall take the same 
From thePh~osophiea] 'Transactions for 181~, part ii. 
t" ]Phil. Mag, rot. xvii. Nichol*on'* Journal, vii, 143. 
opportunity 
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opportunity to describe an improvement in the construction 
of the simple microscope, which may also be termed perio 
~eopic, as the object of it is to gain an extension of the 
.field of view, upon the same principles as in the preceding ~ 
instances, namely~ by occasioning all pencils to pass as nearly 
as may be at right angles to the surfaces of the lens. The 
mode, however, in which this is effected is apparently 
somewhat different in the practical execution. 
In the common camera obscura, where the images . f  
distant objects are formed on a plane surface to which the 
lens is parallel, if the surfaces of the lens b~  both convex, 
and equally curved (as in fig. 1. Plate IV) ; and if the distance 
of the let:s be s,eh, that the images formed in the direction 
of.its axis CF be most distine%then the images of lateral ob- 
jects are indistinct in a greater or less dcgre% accordingly 
as they are more or less remote from the axis. The causes 
of this indistinctness may be considered as twofo]d; for, ill 
~ttie first place, a!i parts of the plane, exeepling the central 
point, are at a greater distance from the centre of the tens 
than its principal focus ; and secondly, the point f ,  to 
which any pencil of parallel rays passing obliquely through 
the lens are mad~ to eonverge,'is less distant half the prin- 
cipal focus. On this account, it is ir~ general best to plae'e 
the lens at a distance somewhat less than that which would 
give most distinctness to the central images~ because in ~hat 
ease a certain moderate xtension is given to the field ol~" 
~,iew, from an adjustment better adapted~to lateral objects, 
without materially impairing lhe brightness of those in the 
centre. The want of distinetnessj however, is even thezx 
oiqv diminished in degree, but is not remedied. 
"Phe construction by which I propose to obviate this de- 
feet is represented in the second figure, in which are seen 
the essential parts of a periscopic amera in their due pro- 
portion to each other. The lens is a metfiscus, with thc~ 
curvatures of its surfaces about in the proportion of two to 
one; so placed that its concavity is presented to the objeets~ 
and its convexity toward the plane on which the images 
are formed. The aperture of the lens is four inches, its 
focus about twenty-two. There is also a circular opening, 
two inches in diameter, placed at about one-eighth of the 
focal length of the lens from its concave side, as the means 
of determining the quantity and direction of rays that are 
to be transmitted. 
The advantage of this construction over the common ca- 
mera obscura is such, that no one who makes the com- 
parison can doubt of its superiority ; but the causes of this 
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126 On a periscopic Camera O~scurc~ 
n~ay require some explanation. It has been already oh.. 
served, that by the common lens, any oblique pencil of ray~ 
is brought to a fi~cus at a distance less than that of the 
principal focus. But in the construction above described, 
the focal distance of oblique pencils is not merely as great~ 
but is greater than that of a direct pel~cil. For since the 
effect of the first surface is to occasion divergence of parallel 
rays, and thereby to elongate the focus ultimately produced 
by the second surface, and since the degree of that diver- 
gence is increased by obliquity of incidence, the local 
length resulting from the combined action of both surfaces 
will be greater than in the ceutre, if the incidence on th~ 
second surface be not so oblique as to increase the conver- 
gence. On this account, the opening E is placed so much 
nearer to the lens than the centre of its second surface, that 
oblique rays E~," after being refracted at the first surface, 
are transmitted throuzh the lens nearly in the direction of 
its shorter radius; and hence are made to converge to a 
point so distant that the image (at f )  falls very nearly irt 
thesame plane with that of an object centrally placed. 
In the use of spectach:s by long-sighted persons~ the 
course of the rays in the opposite direction is so precisely 
similar, that the same figure might serve to illustrate the 
advantages of the periscopic onstruction. For the pur- 
pose of seeing the exteffded page of a book (as at AB) with 
least fatigue to the eye, that form of lens will be most be- 
neficial, which renders the rays received from each part of 
its surface parallel ; and this i's effected hy the exact coun- 
terpart o the preceditxg arrangement ; for in this case the 
openit~g E represents he place of the eye receiving para~el 
rays from the lens in each direction~ instead of transmitting 
them from a distance towards it. 
There is, however, this difference between the two cases~ 
that in the camera obscura a much larger portion of the 
Iens is required to conspire in giving a distinct ima_~e of 
any one object ; so that the conformation best adapte~ for 
]ateral objects would not be consistent with distinctness 
at the centre ; and hence arises a limit to the application F 
the principle. On the common construction, the whole 
lens is so formed as to give brilliancy and distinctness at 
the ct~atre alone, without regard to lateral objects. In 
ad~)pfing such a deviation from the customary fbrm, as [ 
propose, in favour of a more extended view, some dimintt- 
tion of the aperture is required in order to preserve the 
desired distinctness at the centre. In my endeavours to 
~certairx the most eligible form of meniscus for this pur- 
pose~ 
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trnd Microscope. 127 
pose, I have assumed sixtydegrees to be the field of viev¢ 
required., But when so large a field is not wanted, then 
a lens that is less curved will be preferable; and the pro- 
portion of the radii must be varied according to the angular 
extent intended to he included. 
For the purpose of estiinatillg by what combination of" 
radii any required tbeal length may be given to a meniscus~ 
I have contrived a diagram by which very much labour of 
computation may he saved~ as a very near resuh may be 
obtained by mere h~spection. This contrivance is founded 
on the well known formula for the focal length of any" 
lens F = turk ~+_r: m being a certain muhiple obtained by" 
dividing the sine of refraction by the difference of the sines 
of incidence and refraction. Hence, in applying this for- 
mula to the meniscus, F : R : : mr : R--r .  In fig. 3, linen 
expressive of these quantities are so arranged, that by as- 
suming any point F corresponding to the focal length de- 
sired, and drawing a line FR through a point R indicating 
any supposed length of the greater radius, the correspond- 
ing length of the other radius will be found where the litle 
drawn intersects the middle line in the diagram. 
In laying down these lines, the ~ngtb, and positiot~ of 
.AF and AR were assumed at pleasure ; and they were di- 
vided into any number of equal parts. But the position 
and length of the middle line Ax was adapted with care to 
the refractive power of plate glass in the following manner. 
Since m = t v5o.5-1 = 1"98, a line BC was drawn from 
the point 10 in the line AR, parallel to AF, and equal to 
19"8 divisions of the primary lines ; so that it" r he = IO~ 
then the line BC = mr. The distance AC being then di- 
vided into ten equal parts, with their subdivisions, afforded 
the means of continuh~g the same scale to any desired 
length, Since the first line BC was laid down parallel to 
AF~ and~equal to mr, any other lines drawn through cor- 
responding numbers 7 and 7, 8 and 8, Scc. will be also 
parallel~ and, by preserving due proportion, will correctly 
represent mr. Hence, in all positions of the line FR, the 
same similarity of triangles obtains, and the same pro- 
portion of F : R : : ~nr : R,--i" ; and consequently the focal 
length, corresponding to any assumed radii~ is truly ascer- 
tained. 
For the purpose of duly proportioning the curvatures 
of flint-glass~ a second liI~e Ay might be laiddown in a 
mod~ 
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1 ~ On a perlscopie Camera Obscura 
mode similar to the preceding, by adapting the multiple 
l 19 to the different density of this glass. 
With respect o the construction of a microscope on 
periscopic principles, i believe the contrivance t,~ be equally 
new with the former, and equally advantageous. The 
great desideratum in employin~ high magnifiers ~s ~uffi- 
ciency of light; and it is accordingly expedient o make 
the aperture of the little lens as large as is cousislent with 
distinct vision. But if the object to be viewed is of snell 
magnitude a~ to appear under an angle of several degrees 
on each side of the centre, the requisite distinctness cannot 
be given to the whole surtace by a common lens~ in con- 
sequence of the confusion occasioned by oblique incidence 
of the lateral rays, excepting by means of a very small 
aperture, and proportionable diminution of light. 
In order to remedy this inconvenience, I conceived that 
the pertbrated metal, which limits the aperture of the 
lens, might be placed w~th advantage in its centre ; and 
accordingly I procured two piano-convex lenses ground to 
the same radius, and applying theirplane surfaces on op- 
posite sides of the same aperture in a thin piece of metal 
(as is represented by a section~ fig. 4), I produced the de- 
sired effect ; having virtually a double convex lens so con- 
trived, that the passage of oblique pencils was at right an- 
gles whh its surfaces, as well as the central pencil. With 
a lens so constructed, the perforation that appeared tO give 
the most perfect distinctness was about one-fifth part of 
the focal length in diameter ;aud  when such an aperture 
is well centred, .the visible field is at least as much as 
twenty degrees in diameter. It is true that a portion of 
light is lost bv doubling the number.of surfaces; but this 
is more than compensated by the greater aperture, which, 
under these circumstances, is compatible with distinct 
vision. 
Beside the foregoing instances of the adaptation of peri- 
scopic principles, I should not omit to notice their appli- 
cation to the camera lucida ; as there is one variety in its 
form, that was not noticed in the description which I ori- 
ginally gave of that instrument*. 
In drawing, by means of the camera lucida, distant ob- 
jects are seen by rays twice reflected (d, fig. 5), at the same 
time a:~d in the same direction that rays (e)  are received 
** Phil. Mag. xxvli, p. 343. lqicholson's Journal, xvii. p. 1. 
from 
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Process for depriving FTnegar, d#c. of their Colour. 1 °-9 
from the paper and pencil by the naked eye. The two re- 
flections are effected in the interier of a four-sided gla~s 
prism, at two posterior surfaces inclined to each other at 
aa angle of 135 degrees. In the construction formerry 
described, the two other surfaces of the prism are both 
plane, through which the rays are simply transmitted at 
their entrance and exit. But since an eye that is adjusted 
fhr seeing the paper and pencil, which are at a sh,~rt di- 
stance, cannot see more distant objects distinctly without 
the use of a concave glass, it may be assisted in that re- 
spect by a due degree of concavity given to either, or to 
both the transmitting surfaces of the prism. It is, how- 
ever, to the upper surface alone that this concavity is 
given ; tbr, since the eye is then situated on the side towacd 
the centre of curvature, it receives all the benefit that is 
proposed from the periscopic principles, 
XX. M. l~ 1GOIER s new Process for deprwrn 6 Vinegar and 
other Vegetable Liquids of their Colour*. " 
T~n agent employed is animal charcoal, and the prooess 
is easy, oeconomica], and may be applied with equal facility 
in the large as in the small way. To lake awaythe olour 
of vinegar, a lilre of the red kind (red wine vinegar) cold, 
is mixed with 45 gramrnes of bone charcoal, in a glass 
vessel: this mixture is shaken from time to time, and in 
two or three days. the colour disappears, o completely that 
when filtered through paper ]t passes perfectly limpid~ 
without having lost any of its tasce, smell, or acidity. 
When the process is to be performed in the large way, the 
charce, al is thrown into a cask of vinegar, which must be 
stirred from time to time to renew the points of contact. 
Ira the large way not above half the proportion of charcoal 
is required as tor small quantiIies : the colour does not 
vanish so instantaneously, bu~ the" result is certait b nor 
does the length of time the vinegar is left in contact with 
the charcoal at all injure it. 
Vinegar thus rendered limpid may he rendered aromatic 
by infusing plants in it betbre discoloration, or by mixing 
with it aftera rds a small quantity of alcohol charged with 
the aromatic principle, tt is then preferable to any other 
vinegar for the "table, the toilet, pharmacy, and pickling 
green fruits. 
The highest coloared red wines treated in the same 
*~ Aln.ldged from Ann. de Chim, 
Vol. 4t.  No. 178...Feb. 1813. I manner 
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